
alien or acclimatized species, which would require a

major disturbance or input (such as herbicide) in order

to proceed to its original potential.The following table

compares condition classes and seral stages.

The Desired Plant Community is one that produces

the kind, proportion, and amount of vegetation

necessary for meeting or exceeding the land use

plan/activity objectives established for the site.The

Desired Plant Community must be consistent with the

site’s capability to produce the desired vegetation

through management, land treatment, or a combina-

tion of the two.

The Desired Plant Community takes into

account multiple values such as: economics, biodiver-

sity, water quality, wildlife, fisheries, livestock forage,

recreation, and quality of life.The Desired Plant

Community is chosen to optimize for this mix of

values, not maximize for any one value, since

inevitably some values will be in conflict with others.

The Desired Plant Community will, in most cases,

be a seral stage to the Potential Natural Community.

There has been a suggestion that Properly

Functioning Condition should become the sole means

of evaluating rangeland health in British Columbia.

It is possible to achieve Properly Functioning

Condition in the uplands and riparian zones at a seral

stage that does not provide the values for which we

are required to manage Crown range in British

Columbia.This is why the selection of the Desired

Plant Community (DPC) is so important.

Assessing
range and

riparian
areas
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Using Properly

Functioning Condition

and Desired Plant

Community

This pamphlet is the first in a series on rangeland
health. For more information, including courses on this
topic, contact your forest district office or the Forest
Practices Branch at (250) 387-6653.

Ministry of Forests
Forest Practices Branch
Range Section

However, the Ministry of Forests uses the concept of

Properly Functioning Condition in combination with

the Desired Plant Community when evaluating the

overall health of rangelands.

Properly Functioning Condition is the founda-

tion upon which other values can be achieved. It is a

starting point, not the ultimate goal.The joint tools of

Properly Functioning Condition and Desired Plant

Community provide an effective means of determin-

ing whether or not our use of the land is appropriate,

given the land’s capability and the values for which we

as a society are required to manage.

Examples of stages of functionality

Desired Plant Community

TIME

Upland Areas

Bare
Soil

Early Seral Late Seral PNC

Determine
PFC

Determine
DPC

Determine
Potential

A

B

C

D
E

Mid Seral

Livestock Values
Wildlife Values

Biodiversity Values

TIME

Riparian Areas

Bare
Soil

Early Seral Late Seral PNC

Determine
PFC

Determine
DPC

Determine
Potential

A

B

C

D
E

Mid Seral

Watershed Values
Livestock Values

Wildlife Values
Fisheries Values

Determining Desired Plant
Community (DPC) in upland areas

Determining Desired Plant
Community (DPC) in riparian areas

Low-gradient meandering river at Properly Functioning Condition

Low-gradient meandering river at non-functional condition

A comparison of range condition class to seral stage

Range Condition % Similarity to the Seral 
Class Climax or PNC Stage

Excellent 75 –100 PNC

Good 50 –75 Late

Fair 25 –50 Mid

Poor 0 –25 Early

02
/2

00
0

Upland area showing 
change from bare ground
through Potential Natural
Community

Riparian area showing
change from bare ground
through Potential Natural
Community
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A Bare Ground

B Early Seral

C Mid Seral

D Late Seral

E Potential Natural Community

A Bare Ground

B Early Seral

C Mid Seral

D Late Seral

E Potential Natural Community
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watershed can be an 

administrative area for 

management plans.

Assessments of areas in the

watershed, using appropriate

methods such as those 

considering stream dynamics

and plant communities, can 

help with determining if 

desired management goals 

are being achieved.

What is a watershed?

Potential Natural Community

A watershed is the land drained by a stream or river

system and/or associated wetlands and lakes.

A watershed can be as small as a few hectares

without external drainage, or as large as thousands of

square kilometres, such as the Fraser River.

Uplands often comprise more than 99% of

the watershed’s area, with the floodplain and

stream channel making up the rest. Uplands are

associated with lowlands through the flow of water,

either overland or through the soil. Vegetation

slows the flow of water in the uplands so that it

infiltrates the soil.

A riparian zone has vegetation that, due to the

presence of water, is different from the vegetation of

adjacent upland areas.Typically, riparian zones are

adjacent to streams or waterbodies, but they also

occur adjacent to springs and seeps.Vegetation slows

the flow of water on the floodplain, thereby capturing

sediment and building banks. A healthy riparian zone

acts as a sponge, which slowly releases water to the

stream or wetland over the course of the season,

thereby maintaining water flow or water levels.

A stream in a healthy condition should have ready

access to its floodplain during high flow periods.

Good watershed management will result in 

a good connection between the uplands and the

riparian area, and between the stream, wetland, or lake

and the floodplain or associated riparian area.

The concept of Properly Functioning Condition

(PFC) has its origin in hydrology and watershed

management. A properly functioning watershed

should capture precipitation where it falls, store it 

in the soil profile, move it slowly downslope to the

riparian zone, and then slowly and safely release it

into streams, rivers, wetlands, and lakes. Several

parameters are evaluated in field assessments of

the stream or wetland feature, the adjacent riparian

area, and the contributing uplands. These are:

stream channel or wetland properties, flow regime,

hydrology/ soils, erosion/deposition, the biotic com-

munity, nutrient inputs, and water quality. Areas are

rated as “Properly Functioning Condition,”“at risk,”

or “non-functional,” depending on the observations

made.

Functionality checklists for uplands, streams,

and wetlands/lakes are completed for relatively hom-

ogeneous areas and provide an objective assessment

and record of the

health of the ripari-

an feature, its adja-

cent riparian zone,

and the contribut-

ing uplands.

Follow-up monitor-

ing is used to

determine if man-

agement practices

on the land are

leading to improve-

ment or decline in 

functionality.
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Examples of functionality checklists

Lakes, Ponds, and Wetlands
Riparian Function Checklist

Streams
Function Checklist

Uplands
Function Checklist

The Potential Natural Community (PNC) is the plant

community that would become established on a

range (ecological) site if all successional stages were

completed without interferences by humans under

today‘s envi-

ronmental

conditions.

The plant

community 

is seen as

dynamic,

not static.

For practical

purposes, the

Potential Natural Community and the Climax are the

same except that the Potential Natural Community

recognizes that some irreversible changes have

occurred to plant communities due to the influence 

of humans (weed introductions, climatic change, etc.).

In these cases the plant community may be stalled at

an earlier seral stage or it may be dominated by an

A diagrammatic representation of a plant community
changing over time from an early seral to a dynamic 
climax or Potential Natural Community (adapted
from Heady and Child 1994)
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Properly Functioning Condition

springs or seeps
pond

The components 
of a watershed

Range monitoring 

determines trends in 

range ecosystems 

over time.

Properly Functioning Condition Benefits
Dissipating flood energy Flood protection
Filtering sediments 

and pollutants Pure water
Stabilizing banks Lower turbidity
Stabilizing channels Erosion and flood protection;

maintenance of habitats
Storing water Reliable water supply
Maintaining duration of flow Reliable water supply
Recharging aquifers (infiltration) Long-term security of supply
Capturing precipitation Availability to plants
Building floodplains Creation of habitats 

and productive soils
Protecting soil surface Stable soil and plant 

from water/wind erosion and production
the evaporative effects of sun

Converting solar energy Plant production
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